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...to complete your network

Conteg has developed a comprehensive range of products and technologies including racks, cooling units, intelligent power and complementary
accessories. Conteg’s range of high quality racks, frames and cable management products help to ensure that your equipment remains in a stable
operating environment and your network cabling is adequately supported.
Conteg works with industry leading companies and combines best practices with high quality infrastructure products to give you choice and flexibility
for your facility design and cooling strategy. By adopting a modular approach we ensure that regardless of whether you choose full Conteg deployment
or just one part of our system, the flexibility and quality remains constant. Conteg is able to provide you and your company a broad portfolio of data
center architecture solutions and help you “TO COMPLETE YOUR NETWORK”.
For example, here is a short list of companies we’ve helped to complete their network.
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Next pages will be dedicated to the chosen projects, we did for our customers.
BASIC DATA CENTER ARRANGEMENTS
Contained Cold / Hot Aisle
The contained aisle solution can be deployed where higher density loads are found to ensure that all available cooling air is directed to the cabinets.
When facing this type of design challenge it makes engineering and financial sense to form a physical barrier between cold and warm air streams.
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Plenum Feed with Room Return
The Conteg Plenum Feed with Room Return solution optimizes the use of cooled air by directing the cooled air directly from the raised floor
to the equipment within the rack. A deflector located in the bottom of the rack directs the cold air to the front of the rack to be drawn through
the equipment mounted inside.
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Room Feed with Plenum Return
The contained aisle solution can be deployed where higher density loads are found to ensure that all available cooling air is directed to
the cabinets. When facing this type of design challenge it makes sound engineering and financial sense to form a physical barrier between
cold and warm air streams.
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Cable management
The wide range of cable managers from Conteg ensures that cabling can be properly managed whilst maintaining bend radii for today’s high
speed data cabling and helping to optimize network throughput. Our optical pathway system is designed to provide a safe, easy to use and cost
effective management system for your fragile optical cables. Conteg standard cable management products are used for vertical or horizontal routing
cables within the rack. You can choose from wide product portfolio such as brackets, panels, ducts, grids, etc.
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